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WILSHIRE SKYLINE BREAKS
NEW GROUND WITH A PAIR
OF PROPERTIES THAT ARE

RESHAPING OLD HOLLYWOOD —
ONE, A MODERN WONDER, AND
THE OTHER, STEEPED IN
HOLLYWOOD HISTORY.

T

wo new residential properties from L.A.-based real
estate management and development company
Wilshire Skyline are elevating the standard of
Hollywood living with select-service residences. The Line
Lofts (1737 N. Las Palmas Ave., 323.870.6497, thelinelofts.
com), a newly built luxury residential tower, offers
architecturally inspired turnkey lofts and flats, while
The Commodore of Hollywood (1830 N. Cherokee Ave.,
833.974.1830, commodorehollywood.com) offers a one-ofa-kind opportunity for residents and visitors to experience
old-Hollywood glamour. Both have traditional and
innovative amenities, and are changing the way leased
living and short-term stays are experienced.

Modern Vision

The Line Lofts, opened last summer, is located right off iconic Hollywood
Boulevard and features architectural design by award-winning architectural
firm SPF:architects. The chic interiors, meanwhile, are by Integrated
Development (which also co-developed the property with Wilshire Skyline)
and Los Angeles-based interior designer Gulla Jónsdóttir, whose work is
seen globally, with notable Los Angeles projects including La Peer Hotel,
The Roosevelt Hotel, The Mayfair Hotel and The Getty Center.
“Zoltan Pali and the award-winning SPF:architects are known for creating
beautiful, one-of-a-kind, modern structures with linear design,” says Alan
Nissel, principal of Wilshire Skyline. “Zoltan fashioned the building’s simple
elegance perfectly with clean lines and expansive, light-filled spaces both
in units and throughout the building. Once constructed, the goal was to
ensure the building felt warm and inviting, while remaining sophisticated
and unique, which resulted in Gulla being brought on to round out that
vision.”
The six-story building consists of 82 residential lofts and flats (studios as
well as one- and two-bedroom, pet-friendly residences) ranging from 415
to 1,477 square feet. Among the architectural highlights are floor-to-ceiling
glass-cubed patios that seamlessly blend the transition between indoor
and outdoor living. The second and sixth floors feature lofted residences
with 16- to 20-foot ceilings, while the third through fifth floors feature flats
with 10-foot ceilings. For Pali, founder and principal at SPF:architects, it
was important for each residence to optimize natural light and showcase
the surrounding views spanning the Downtown and Westside skylines, as
well as the nearby Hollywood Hills. The design, inside and out is a home
run, evidenced in part by the building’s popularity, but also by virtue of it
winning multiple local and national design awards.
“Most importantly, I believe that the units are unique because we spent a
tremendous amount of time to make [them] function efficiently,” Pali says.
“In addition, we attempted to introduce elements within each unit that
[might typically be found in] a custom home. For instance, we utilized the
outdoor private open spaces—the decks—and thought of them as little
atria. This simple move completely changes the character of a 415-squarefoot unit where the outdoor space would normally feel [separate from] the
interior.”
As for the overall exterior of the building, Pali envisioned a project that
would visually capture the rugged industrialism that pervaded the area
prior to the golden age of Hollywood. “We were not interested in the glitzy,
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Academy Award-happy Hollywood type of thing, but perhaps more what
you might find in the back lots or in the sound stages—or even in the light
manufacturing that L.A. used to be surrounded by—in a film noir sort of
way,” he says.
The Line Lofts provide a quintessential California modern lifestyle, with
rates ranging from $2,500 to $8,995 per month, and are available either
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furnished or unfurnished. The wide range of furnishing packages includes
contemporary pieces inspired by Jónsdóttir’s design.
Jónsdóttir, who aims for artistic integrity in all of her projects, says that
The Line Lofts has a sense of flow and movement, thanks to interesting
furniture pieces and art walls throughout. “I’m interested in creating
poetic modern architecture and interior spaces with sensual and dynamic
forms that work in harmony with their surroundings, always echoing the
integration of organic beauty and function,” she says.
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In addition to furnished room packages, Jónsdóttir’s creativity is also

seen in the lobby and amenity spaces. She curated artwork, sourced
furniture mostly from small production designers outside of Milan and
also designed custom pieces. “The six cuff chairs in the lobby, which are
made of hand-carved walnut, brass and leather, are from my limitededition furniture collection called Heimaland, inspired by my home
country, Iceland,” she says. The result is elegant, neutral colors and soft
textures that create sophisticated light and earthy retreats.
The many amenity spaces were designed to act as an extension of
each home. Of these spaces, The Sky Lounge, an Instagram-worthy,
penthouse-level lounge, features double-height ceilings and windows
framing unobstructed views of the city.
“The project is a very high-end residential project with wonderful
amenity areas, and the pop-up penthouse has a fantasy feeling,
almost like a Hollywood stage for people to live in,” Jónsdóttir says.
“The penthouse is over 800 feet of living space showcasing the work
of Japanese artist Ka-hori Maki and her collaborator, Shiho Minami.
Playing off of nature and drawing from human energy, the pop-up
suite immerses its guests in a visual sculpture garden of black and
white hand-sketched floral drawings printed on large-scale wallpaper
spanning across the walls, floors, windows and ceilings. A striking Indian
red velvet couch designed by Italian architect Massimo Castagna for
Gallotti & Radice, and brass hand repousse leaf cocktail table by Robert
Kuo dazzles in the living area. A Robert Kuo six-petal brass and black
lacquer top dining table mirrors the floral design in the kitchen area.”
Other amenity spaces include The Retreat, an indoor/outdoor recreation
center with full kitchen and lofted library adjacent to the pool and spa
deck; The Wellness Spot, a lobby-level gym; and ground-floor retail
soon to be occupied by Compelling Coffee. The main lobby, meanwhile,
features a three-dimensional sculptural wall designed by Jónsdóttir
and made by plaster artist Guerin Swing. “For the lobby, I wanted it to
have a sophisticated urban hotel feeling as soon as you walked in, with
an oversized canoe bench by Bianco Bianco, brass light fixtures, and
unique furniture and art,” Jónsdóttir says.
Overall, Jónsdóttir’s design concept for The Line Lofts is one that she
describes as “living in art.” Specifically for the penthouse, she wanted
the art to take over the architecture to see how people would interact
with the space. Art also takes center stage throughout the property’s
corridors and outdoor spaces with imagery by L.A.’ photographer Jesus
Banuelos.
“Gulla curated the project masterfully, paying careful attention to
draw from local talent and tastes,” Nissel says. “Her furniture and
custom pieces are chic and powerful, making a statement and leaving
a lasting impression. The final result at The Line Lofts is a collection of
thoughtfully designed spaces and rich culture reflecting the heart of
the city.”
Amenities specific to the residences include open kitchens with matte
lacquer cabinets, quartz countertops and subway tile backsplashes;
custom oak open shelving, soft-close drawers and under-cabinet LED
linear task lighting; and stainless steel energy-efficient GE appliances.
Meanwhile, the generous bathrooms feature Delta faucets, white oak
cabinets with quartz countertops, marble bathtub encasement and
porcelain hexagonal tile flooring.
The Line Lofts site holds 45 years of family history for Wilshire Skyline,
so it was important to the team to create a property that would stand
the test of time while also elevating Hollywood as one of the most
desired neighborhoods in Los Angeles. “The surrounding neighborhood
is creative, electric and cohesive,” Nissel says. “We wanted to reflect its
vibrant personality at The Line Lofts through collaborative spaces and
thoughtful design to foster a strong community and culture with longstanding residents.”

